
 
 

 

Royal Citadel & Lambhay: see PPP series WDRC  
 

After the English Civil War, the first new permanent military establishment in Plymouth was a centre for 

Naval victualling at Lambhay, which was developed from the 1650s. Originally located beneath the Hoe 

Fort, this facility was itself soon overshadowed by the Royal Citadel, a fortress completed in the early 

1670s and still dominating the eastern end of the Hoe today.   

 

It is not known when the first War Department (WD) stones were installed around the area of the Hoe 

and Lambhay. During the early nineteenth century there was a dispute between the War Department 

(WD) and Plymouth Corporation over the ownership of land on the Hoe. Although this appears to have 

been settled by 1819, the Corporation’s continued interest in the Hoe and subsequent agreements with 
the War Department over public access may have been a catalyst for more stones.  

 

A surviving dated stone, WDRC 1(see left), stands on the 

foreshore, on the footpath between Madeira Road and Tinside.  This 

is No1 in series of twenty-eight stones. It features the Government 

Broad Arrow and the date 1867 - and it stands alongside a Plymouth 

Corporation boundary stone of 1812.  

 

Stone WDRC 3 (see right) is a 

simple granite cross, carved 

with a “3”. It is set in the 

footpath to the east of the 

Naval War Memorial. Whilst 

the 1892 Ordnance Survey map 

clearly suggests this is WD 

No3, some believe it is, in fact, 

a memorial to the three 

Marines executed on the Hoe 

in 1797. Because of its unique design, and because the neighbouring 

boundary markers (WD Nos 2, 4 and 5), are all missing, there 

remains room for debate.  

 

 

In contrast, again, stone WDRC 18 (see left) is a piece of granite 

set in the road surface at Castle Street. The inscription is rather 

crude in comparison to other WD stones. 
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It is not known how many of the twenty-eight markers were installed in or after 1867. Certainly, by this 

date, the actual defensive role of the Citadel was being superceded by the ring of Forts & Batteries then 

under construction. However, it was also a period when the War Department were actively demarking 

their land ownership - locally and nationwide.  

 

The Citadel circuit of stones follows the east side of Lockyer Street; the south side of Citadel Road; the 

north side of Garrison Green; the west and south sides of the Jewish Cemetery and the south side of 

Lambhay Hill, down to the west side of Madeira Road - to end by the slipway to the south of Phoenix 

Wharf.  

 

Here we are back on the land vacated by the Naval victualling yard when they relocated to the purpose 

built Royal William Yard in 1831. The waterfront land and store buildings at Lambhay were sold-off and, 

for most of the rest of the nineteenth century, the Plymouth Emigration Depot had occupied the 

southern end of the site. However, in 1897, military interest returned here for a time, when the former 

Depot buildings housed the Government Torpedo Depot at what became Elphinstone Barracks. 

 


